Surface-piercing propellers have been widely used in light and high-speed vessels because of their superior performance. One of the major steps in propeller selection algorithm is the determination of thrust as well as torque hydrodynamic coefficients. For the purpose of simplifying design and selection procedure, some relations are presented for determining hydrodynamic coefficients in some studies, precision, and accuracy of which must be validated due to the importance of the issue as well as having high development and operational costs. Therefore, these issues are evaluated in this study by field study and recognizing the presented relation set as well as acquiring experimental test data. The acquired results show lack of full agreement between semi-experimental relations and experimental data. In the following, due to the limitations of the regression relations presented in the determination of hydrodynamic coefficients, the database was developed from experimental data, the number of series is determined by extracting the regression relations for each series, these relations are used to determine the hydrodynamic coefficient of thrust and torque in the propeller selection algorithm. Finally, a suitable algorithm for selecting the surface-piercing propeller was presented and discussed.
Introduction
The surface-piercing propeller is a special type of super-cavitation propeller that works in semiimmersion conditions. This type of propeller is designed to achieve the best performance and maximum efficiency at the highest speed. Due to some desirable features, the use of surface-piercing propeller has been widely used in lightweight and high-speed boats. The first patent in the field of surface-piercing propellers happened in 1869. Since then, this type of propeller was utilized in hydroplanes and high-speed boats, gradually [1] . Utilizing submerged propellers in high-speed applications (more than 40 knots) requires some considerations due to destructive cavitation taking place [2] . For this reason, commercial and military marine industries indicate an increasing interest in utilizing surface-piercing propellers in high-speed applications, between 70 to 80 knots, nowadays [1] . Considering the distance of this type of propeller from the hull, its application is not limited to shallow waters and it is an appropriate propulsion system for high-speed crafts [3] . Reduced ship resistance, propeller's high efficiency as well as the possibility of increasing its diameter, and also reduced wet surface are the reasons of high efficiency of this propulsion system. Also, considering the fact that propulsion resistance forms 30% of total ship resistance [4] , it increases the produced thrust and the propulsion efficiency leading to economized fuel consumption. There's still a need for further study about this propeller type to realize its accurate practical performance as well as improving its performance due to lack of performed comprehensive research about this propeller type [5] . Memarian et al. [6] , as well as Ghassemi et al. [5] , presented determinative parameters in propeller selection process in distinct studies. These parameters include geometrical as well as physical specifications of the propeller. Numerous experimental studies are performed about the effects of these parameters on hydrodynamic performance of surface-piercing propellers, namely, Hadler's and Hecker's [7] in 1968, Rose's and Kruppa's [8] (1991), Olofsson's [9] in Sweden (1996) Lorio's [16] in Atlantic university of America (2011), and Misra et al. [17] in India. The algorithm for choosing the suitable propulsion system for a vessel involves specific processes for producing thrusts and increasing efficiency along with an important criterion for eliminating or reducing cavitation, which will be summarized in the design of the propeller and the choice of the engine. In general, for designing and selecting a propulsion system should consider all aspects (hydrodynamic, instrumental, economic, etc.) in order to ultimately provide the best efficiency. In addition to, the propeller design is a repeating cycle, its main purpose is to optimize the propeller efficiency by considering the design constraints that these design constraints vary depending on the type of vessel [18] . Therefore, it is important to study the thrust and torque generated by the propeller and its efficiency. In this paper, according to the important effects the hydrodynamic coefficients implement on the design and performance of surface-piercing propellers, the accuracy of these relations must be evaluated. Therefore, in this study, the effective parameters on the design and performance of surface-piercing propellers are comprehensively introduced and then the hydrodynamic relations presented in references [3, 4] are presented and compared with the available experimental data [10, 17] .
After evaluating regression equations, appropriate solutions for determining of thrust and torque coefficients in order to development of an algorithm for selecting the surface-piercing propeller will be presented. According to the shortcomings of the hydrodynamic relations, it is proposed to obtain the hydrodynamic coefficients from a database of experimental data, instead of the regression equations. So, all existing experimental data has been collected, and 80 new regression relationship has been created. Finally, an algorithm for selecting the surface-piercing propeller for a vessel using experimental database will be described.
Effective parameters on the design of the surface-piercing propeller
The most important parameters effective on the behavior of surface-piercing propellers include geometrical specifications such as blade number ( Z ), pitch ratio ( , 
Non-Dimensional numbers of cavitation, Froude, Webber, and Reynolds are the limitations and selection conditions among these parameters and the other parameters play the major role in calculating the values of hydrodynamic coefficients after these conditions are satisfied [3] . In the majority of performed experimental tests [4, 10, 17], the value of immersion ratio that equals the value of immersed height divided by the propeller diameter, is acquired as 30-80 percent. Also, yaw angle is important for the determination of lateral forces and affects the propeller efficiency as well as force variations. The domain of yaw angle is assumed to be within 0-30 degrees in the tests [9, 16] . Fig. 1 shows the different propeller location angles. performed on three 4-blade propellers for three angles: 0.5, 0, and -0.5 radians, Also, the effect of the geometry of propeller cross section is studied by Misra [17] . In his study, four different types of blade cross section at different Webber numbers are tested and a dozen series of an optimum cross section is developed.
Surface-piercing propeller selection algorithm
In the selection algorithm of a surface-piercing propeller, the goal is to determine the best surfacepiercing propellers for the high-speed boat. Each boat is designed to achieve a specific speed. The first step in designing propulsion system and selecting the appropriate propeller is to recognize and define the requirements. In design, the following components must be satisfied: 1) Preparation required thrust 2) Achieving optimal torque 3) Achieving proper efficiency 4) Investigating the non-occurrence of cavitation with regard to the effects of the expanded area ratio
The design process of these propellers is influenced by more parameters than conventional propellers and includes the following general stages 2 shows a general algorithm for design and selection of surface-piercing propellers. In designing, it should be possible to reduce torque as much as possible and increase the thrust coefficient. The design process of surface-piercing propellers has input data including VA and T, which VA is tin boat move mode with the desired design velocity and T is the propeller force at design velocity, which is obtained after calculating the boat resistance based on the results of the model test. 
Relations presented for hydrodynamic coefficients
As explained before, determining hydrodynamic coefficients T K and Q K as well as  (as the most important parameters in design and selection process of the propeller) are of great importance. In determining these relations, non-dimensional parameter variations are used for the purpose of reducing the number of the variables. In other words, some parameters are implemented separately.
According to equation 2, instead of J as the advance ratio, J  is used and consequently, the effect of shaft angle on the hydrodynamic coefficients is implemented in these relations. 
Therefore, the equation presented by Ferrando et al.
[4] depends on five major parameters: blade number ( Z ), pitch ratio ( PD), advance ratio ( J ), shaft inclination angle (  ), and immersion ratio ( T I ). These equations are limited to tested propeller features as well as other test conditions and are expressed for 306 points, as listed in Table 1 . 
Therefore, these relations depend on 6 major parameters: pitch ratio ( PD), advance ratio ( J ), shaft inclination angle (  ), blade number ( Z ), expanded area ratio ( EAR ), and immersion ratio ( T I ). validating these relations for all surface-piercing propellers. Dyson's and Misra's tests consist of 373 and 869 design points, respectively, as listed in Table  2 . In order to evaluate and express the accuracy of these relationships, statistical analysis methods and Pearson correlation coefficient are used. 
Acquired results from hydrodynamic relations evaluation
In order to evaluate and express the accuracy of these relationships, statistical analysis methods and Pearson correlation coefficient are used. A correlation coefficient is a statistical tool for determining the type and degree of the relationship of a quantitative variable with another quantitative variable. The correlation coefficient is one of the criteria used to determine the correlation between two variables, shows the severity of the relationship as well as the type of relationship (direct or inverse). This coefficient is defined in the interval [-1, 1] and is equal to zero in the absence of a relationship between the two variables. By expressing the qualitative correlation coefficient, the result is expressed in different intervals (Table 3) Table 4 . According to these results, Ferrando's relation is more accurate for a 5 blade propeller in both thrust and torque coefficients. Also, for a 4 blade propeller, Montazeri's relation is more accurate than Ferrando's relation. Similarly, a comparison is performed between Ferrando's and Montazeri's relations using the data from Misra's test (Figs. 3 and 4) . Since unlike the previous tests the advance ratio is assumed from zero in Misra's test, the advance ratio region is divided into several intervals for better comparison. According to the acquired diagrams, although the acquired results from Montazeri's relation have significant distance from real test values, it is found that their trend is more similar to the test results' trend and as the immersion ratio increases, this similarity becomes more obvious, whereas, for lower advance ratios, Ferrando's relation shows an absolutely opposite behavior relative to test data. In 2) Different conditions in the tests: Given that the semi-experimental relations are the result of the analysis of the experimental results, the differences in the test conditions may be due to the difference and the invalidity of the relationship. One of the important issues not mentioned in any of the experiments is the type of section used in the model propeller, in which the cross-section parameter has not been used to create of relationship, and if there is a difference between the sections used, the relationship loses their generalizability.
3) The low accuracy of the relationship is related to the effect of the immersion ratio parameter.
Limitations of presented hydrodynamic relations
One of the major noteworthy issues about every regression relation is its limitations. Unlike Ferrando, Montazeri expressed the general limitations while along with presenting hydrodynamic relations (0.5 P/D 2 ، 0.5 EAR 0.8 ، 3 Z 6). It is found from Fig. 5 that at advance ratios out of the range of each diagram, unreasonable results are acquired by mathematical analysis and due to the definition of these results in the range of propeller selection, an unreal outcome will be acquired, definitely. Therefore, this issue is one of the shortcomings of these relations and to overcome this weakness, the definition range should become smaller. Another shortcoming of these relations is excluding the effect of some parameters such as skew angle, yaw angle, and cross section effect. Skew angle is a geometrical feature of the propeller which although is straight and zero for most of the propellers, but it is necessary to consider it for the design and manufacture processes. Furthermore, the yaw angle depends on how the propeller is installed and oriented and deserves significant care [10, 16].
Development of an experimental database for selection of surface-piercing propeller
As mentioned in the previous section, the hydrodynamic relations presented have limitations and shortcomings in obtaining hydrodynamic coefficients; considering the high importance of determining the hydrodynamic coefficients of the thrust and the torque in the process of designing the surface-piercing propeller and the existence of some weaknesses and deficiencies in the regression relations presented, on the basis of this study, after completing the database of the experimental data, it is possible to more precisely determine the coefficients hydrodynamics is investigated. Due to the development of the database using data from additional experimental Research, the direct use of this database for analysis and design has a higher reliability than existing semi-experimental relationships. In this regard, tried to collect and analyzed all existing experimental data. Firstly, begin to field study and identifying all experimental research on the surfacepiercing propeller, and then for collecting the data from these experiments, the graphs of the results of each experiment and the information in each graph are used as a whole (Appendix A). After extraction of all of the points from experimental test modes, all of these data are classified according to the test cases from 1 to 80. The characteristics of the series from 1 to 10 are listed in Table 6 . After extraction of data, due to the difference in the advance ratio (J) in different series, it is necessary to equalize the progress coefficients for better examination and a more comprehensive comparison between the series. For this, the interpolation method is used such that the values ( T K ) and ( Q K ) in the advance ratio of 0.1 to 1.6 with a distance of 0.1 are determined for all series. In this case, the results of all the series data can be evaluated on specific advance ratios. In Table (7) interpolate sample is shown for one series 4. To determine the hydrodynamic coefficients from the experimental database, the regression analysis based on experimental data is performed using the "SPSS" statistical analysis software and the emergence of new regression relationships. For regression analysis, 80 series of propellers are used, and instead of achieving a comprehensive relationship for all series, for each series, independently, a regression relationship is presented.
Since each series has a series of points with the same test data contents (such as shaft inclination angle, Skew angle, Yaw angle, immersion ratio, pitch ratio, expanded area ratio, etc.) and different hydrodynamic coefficients (KT, KQ, η) in terms of different advance ratio (J), which can be used instead of a set of points (more than 1500 points) of a series of curves (80 series) that is figure of these points within a defined range of advance ratio. Therefore, using this software, these series of regression analyzed and their torque and thrust hydrodynamic coefficients relations based on the Sixth-degree equations are obtained in terms of the advance ratio for the thrust coefficient and the fourthdegree equation for the torque coefficient in terms of the advance ratio:
For series 2 and 3, the regression relationships are based on the experimental data, as follows: Using the designed algorithm (Fig. 6) , the database of experimental test data and regression relations, and its coefficients can select a suitable propeller for a vessel. In other words, the purpose of the algorithm is to select the appropriate propeller with the maximum efficiency for a vessel. In this algorithm, the input information includes vessel speed (VA), vessel resistance (Tt), engine power (P). This algorithm consists of three iteration loops and covers all possible combinations for design. The first loop is the rotation of the propeller which starts with n1 and ends in nmax, and the rotation step is step1. The second and third loop is placed inside this loop and the second loop will be repeated for each n. The second loop is the propeller diameter, which starts with D1 and leads to Dmax, and the step od diameter is step2. The third loop is inside this loop, and this loop will be repeated for each diameter of the propeller, the second loop will be repeated. The third loop is the number of series of propellers shown with K, starting from K1 to Kmax, and the step is step3. In this algorithm, instead of semi-experimental relations for determining of thrust and torque coefficients, regression relationships obtained from 80 series of propellers has been used. It can provide the number of favorable states which can produce the minimum required thrust for vessel motion, not exceed the maximum torque and satisfied Froude, Webber, and Reynolds number. Thereafter, a few superior modes that have the highest efficiency are selected based on the set series as the best modes. According to number of series, characteristics of selected propeller includes the number of blades (Z), the pitch ratio (P/D), expanded area ratio (EAR), Rake angle, shaft angle, Yaw angle, immersion ratio (IT), and Diameter of propeller (D) to be determined.
Conclusion
Considering the major role of the propeller in the behavior of high-speed boats, achieving technical knowledge of designing surface-piercing propellers is one of the most important discussions about the design process of high-speed boats. In this study, considering the important effects of hydrodynamic coefficients on the design and propeller selection, regression relations presented by Ferrando and Montazeri for surface-piercing propellers are investigated and their accuracy and validations, as well as shortcomings and limitations, are discussed. Then, considering that the semi-experimental relations presented have limitations in determining the hydrodynamic coefficients, using the experimental data of different tests, a database was created from these data and the hydrodynamic coefficients in the algorithm of selecting of the surface-piercing propeller were determined by the experimental database. Using the designed algorithm, a suitable propeller for a vessel is selected that has the highest efficiency.
The major achievements of this study are as follows:
 The investigations show that Montazeri's relation to determining the hydrodynamic coefficient is more accurate than Ferrando's; however, none of them have sufficient accuracy compared to experimental results.  The semi-experimental relations are not trustworthy in different geometrical conditions and they cannot be used in the design process.  For further improving the relations, it is necessary to discuss the effect of some of the parameters such as yaw angle, skew angle, and cross section effect.  One of the major weaknesses of semiexperimental relation is the lack of accurate determination of the design region which can lead to an unreal design point selection.
 In this study, using experimental data from various researchers, the database created various test data and the algorithm and code corresponding to select the appropriate propeller that satisfies all the required conditions.  Due to the use of the exact information of the tests performed in this study, the errors are only related to the testing. While using semiexperimental relationships in addition to the test error, there is also an error in choosing a relationship.
